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Abstract
From anomalies of daily data of maximum and minimum temperatures, that have been obtained
as difference between the real data of every day and the average data of the corresponding day of
the year in each of the 14 observatories of the Spanish Central Plateau (8 in North subplateau and
6 in the South subplateau) between 1961-2010, the extremely cold and warm days are determined,
throughout all the year, in all the study area and the two different sub areas. We consider a day as
an extremely cold day (ECD) if achieves simultaneously the following conditions: the anomaly of
minimum temperature of the day is lower than the value of the P05 percentile of the series of daily
anomalies of minimum temperature, and the value of the anomaly of daily maximum temperature
is lower, as well, than the P05 percentile of the corresponding series of anomalies. The values of the
thresholds determined by these percentiles are obtained considering the complete anomalies
daily series of temperature for all the study regions. In order to establish the extremely warm
days the methodology is the same but the conditions are: the anomaly of minimum temperature of
the day is greater than the value of the P95 percentile of the series of daily anomalies of minimum
temperature, and the value of the anomaly of daily maximum temperature is greater as well than
the P95 percentile of the corresponding anomalies series. Once the extremely warm and cold days
are determined, throughout the year in the period of time considered, for each zone, the corresponding series of annual frequencies are obtained. The analysis of tendency of these series indicates that in all the cases the tendency of the frequency of the extremely cold days is decreasing.
Considering a linear model for the temporary behavior of the frequency, the reduce is of the order
of 1 day every 10 years. In the case of the extremely warm days its annual frequency presents an
increasing tendency, which indicates that the number of extremely warm days per year has been
increased during the studied time interval. In agreement with the linear model of behavior, the
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increase is, approximately, of the order of 1 day per decade.
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1. Introduction
Extreme weather events like hurricanes, heavy rains that cause serious floods, the extremely high and extremely
low values of temperature have taken place in all the times, having a negative effect on the normal development
of human activities. These events are responsible, in many cases, of dangerous situations that cause very important damages in different fields, affecting the security of people that could even cause the loss of human lives.
This indicates the need to establish the temporary evolution of the frequency of these events related with the extreme values of climatic variables. In the last decades researches has been developed to establish the annual and
monthly average behavior models of the climatic variables that more affect the human activity [1]-[6]. The results of the investigations clarify that in the last half of 20th century, and in the first years of the 21th century, is
detected, at a global scale, an increase in the value of the average temperature of the air, that is also reflected on
regional scale [6].
The report of the Intergubernamental Panel of Climatic Change on the evaluation of the Climate Change [7]
indicates the need to study the behavior of the extreme events of the climate different elements to establish its
possible incidence in the observed average values time evolution. In that sense studies have been develop in order to try to establish the contribution of these extreme events to the global modification of the Earth climate
[8]-[12].
In the case of the temperature, as the study of the behavior of the extreme warm and cold events has an especial importance concerning to the environments in which the human activity is developed, the incidence of the
extreme events of temperature could be established by the temporary evolution of the annual frequency of daily
maximum and minimum temperatures. In this sense, several researches have been developed on different space
scales [13]-[18].
Generally, in the bibliography considered, the studies of behavior of the different climatic variables, in the
extreme events cases, are developed at a certain time for the corresponding variable (pressure, precipitation,
temperature, wind speed, etc.). In particular for the case of the temperature the highest extreme events are studied in the warm period, and lowest in the cold period, based on the observation data, because it is relatively difficult to determine the highest events at the cold time of the year and the lowest at the warm time of the year,
since this would require to establish a unique criterion in exclusive function of the maximum or minimum temperatures.
However, using anomalies (difference, day to day, between the observed value and the calculated average
value for the day of the corresponding year) instead of observation data, it is possible to establish a criterion to
determine those extreme events in general throughout all the year with no need to determine per seasons, since
this would require, in the case of considering the data directly observed, to establish conditions for the threshold
values of the variables. Considering the anomalies the threshold values for the complete year and for each season of the year are nearly equal. So it is not necessary to work out those thresholds.
In this work we will try to establish, by using maximum and minimum temperature anomalies, the annual
frequency trend of the extremely cold and warm days obtained in the Spanish Central Plateau between 1961 and
2010.

2. Data and Methodology
In previous works [13]-[16] [19] [20] the temporal behavior of the highest annual frequency of daily maximum
and minimum temperatures has been analyzed. In this work we are going to study the temporary evolution of the
annual frequency of situations of extreme cold and heat, for which it is necessary to define what is understood
by extremely cold day (ECD) and extremely warm day (EWD).
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The temperature thresholds, from which the values are considered as extreme, can be worked out in different
ways. Normally researchers have adopted the criterion of percentiles to define them, as much in the case of the
temperature and for determining the thresholds of extreme values of other climatic variables [10]-[15] [19] [21].
In general, days considered very cold are those in which the difference between minimum temperature and the
average are lower than the threshold indicated by the P10 percentile, P05 percentile or, in the more demanding
analyses, P01 percentile. In the same way days considered very warm are those in which the difference between
maximum temperature and the average are greater than the threshold marked by the P90 percentile, P95 percentile
or, in the more demanding analyses, P99 percentile [16]. However, to define these days more exactly it seems
that is not enough that the maximum and minimum temperatures fulfill the requirements that have just been explained. In the case of EWD minimum temperature values should be greater also than the thresholds established
by the same percentiles for the maximum temperature, and in the case of ECD the minimum temperature values
will have to be also lower than the thresholds established for the same percentiles for the maximum temperature.
In this work the data series used are the anomalies for maximum daily temperature (ATMAD) and minimum
daily temperature (ATMID). These series are obtained from the temperature daily measurements, as a difference
between its daily extreme values and the corresponding average values for each day of the year, worked out in
the interval 1961-1990:


dia, j =
ano
( AT )i , j =
(T )i , j − (Tmed )i , i =
So the seasonal variation and the altitude difference of the observatories, where initial data series has been
obtained, are filtered. The quality and homogeneity of the data has been checked in their origin in previous
works. Moreover, using anomalies, the inherent errors, due to some false data not detected in the observation series, are minimized.
The criterion we have chosen for a extremely cold day (ECD) is that the corresponding values of ATMID and
ATMAD should be lower than the thresholds established by the P05 percentile for both data series, and we consider a day as extremely warm when the corresponding values of ATMAD and ATMID are greater than the
thresholds established by the P95 percentile. The reason for choosing these threshold values, as is indicated in
previous works [10]-[12], is the definition of the triaverage statistical parameter. This is an average obtained
with the series values, once the values under the threshold established by the P05 percentile and the values greater than the threshold established by the P95, are removed. So we remove the strong influence the extreme values
have in the average than will not be influenced by this effect. That allows considering the excluded values as extreme values.
The area under study is the Spanish Central Plateau. This zone covers an area between the latitudes 38˚01´N
and 43˚14´N and the lengths 0˚54´W and 06˚07´W (Figure 1).
The initial data used for that work, provided by the State Agency of Spanish Meteorology (AEMET), are the
maximum and minimum daily temperature data obtained in the weather stations of Ávila, Burgos, León, Salamanca (Matacán), Segovia, Soria, Valladolid (Villanubla), Zamora, Los Llanos (Albacete), Ciudad Real, Cuenca,
Toledo, Madrid (Retiro) and Barajas (Madrid). From that data base, according with the previous definition, daily
anomalies of Maximum temperature (ATMAD) and daily of minimum temperature (ATMID) are obtained.
From these anomalies series the regional series ATMAD and ATMID are going to be worked out for the
Spanish Central Plateau and each sub plateau, as mean values series of each weather station, according to the
inverse distance method (Jones y Hulme, 1996).
From the ATMAD and ATMID data series the P05 and P95 thresholds are established in each period of time,
cold (November, December, January and February) and warm (June, July, August and September). The results
are shown in Table 1.
The data shown in Table 1 allow us to establish that the differences between the ATMAD and ATMID thresholds in each season of the year and the whole year are small, of the order of 0.1˚C.
That determine, for establishing ECD and EWD in the central Plateau and in each sub plateau, we can consider the thresholds obtained for the complete data series. These values are shown in Table 2.

3. Results
From the thresholds obtained before and those corresponding to regional series of daily anomalies of maximum
and minimum temperatures, ATMAD and ATMID, in the Spanish Central Plateau and in each sub plateau, the
extremely cold days and warm days series are obtained in each zone.
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Figure 1. Study zone.
Table 1. ATMAD and ATMI thresholds, determined by P05 and P95 percentiles, in each area and sub area, in each period of
time and the whole year.
North Subplateau

South Subplateau

Central Plateau

Threshold P05 ATMAD

Cold period
Warm period
Year

−5.45
−6.78
−6.28

−5.07
−6.45
−6.10

−5.03
−6.62
−6.11

Threshold P05 ATMID

Cold period
Warm period
Year

−5.38
−4.58
−5.02

−5.38
−3.98
−4.75

−5.13
−4.16
−4.73

Threshold P95 ATMAD

Cold period
Warm period
Year

5.27
6.52
6.51

4.94
5.51
5.93

4.91
5.87
6.03

Threshold P95 ATMID

Cold period
Warm period
Year

5.63
4.52
5.07

5.61
3.89
4.69

5.34
4.03
4.64

Table 2. Values of thresholds of the extreme highest and lowest in ATMAD and ATMID throughout the year for the period
1961-2010.
ATMAD P05 (˚C)

ATMID P05 (˚C)

ATMAD P95 (˚C)

ATMID P95 (˚C)

North subplateau

−6.28

−5.02

6.51

5.07

South subplateau

−6.10

−4.75

5.93

4.69

Central plateau

−6.11

−4.73

6.03

4.64
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The EWD series are obtained with the cases in which the ATMAD and ATMID values are greater than the P95
threshold. In the Spanish Central Plateau ATMAD > 6.03˚C and ATMID > 4.64˚C, in the north sub plateau
ATMAD > 6.51˚C and ATMID > 5.07˚C and in the south sub plateau ATMAD > 5.93˚C and ATMID > 4.69˚C.
In the same way ECD series are obtained with the cases in which, simultaneously, both values of ATMAD
and ATMID series are lower than the P05 threshold. In the Central Plateau ATMAD < −6.11˚C and ATMID <
−4.73˚C, in the north sub plateau ATMAD < −6.28˚C and ATMID < −5.02˚C and in the south sub plateau
ATMAD < −6.10˚C and ATMID < −4.75˚C.
EWDs and ECDs series analysis indicates that these extreme days are observed throughout the whole year.
The total numbers of extremely warm and extremely cold days in each of the months of the year, between 19612010, are shown in Table 3.
The data displayed in table 3 indicate that nearly throughout the entire year can be seen days that accomplish
the conditions to be considered as EWDs and ECDs. The months with more EWDs in the Central Plateau are
May and June (56 and 39 days). In the North and South subplateau the months with more EWDs are the same
with 46 and 34 days and 40 and 34 days respectively.
In the case of the ECDs, the data that appear in Table 3 indicate that the number of days throughout the year
fluctuate much less than the EWDs. In the Central Plateau the number of ECDs ranges from 9 days in July to 28
days in February, in the North subplateau ranges from 11 days in November to 29 days in January, and in the
South subplateau between 5 days in November and 26 in March.
On the other hand, the years with the largest number of EWDs in the Central Plateau are 1964 (18 days); 2005
(14 days), 2003-2006 (13 days); 2001-2009 (10 days). The years with more EWDs in the North subplateau are
2003 (16 days); 1987 (13 days); 1964-2005 (11 days); 2001-2006 (10 days). In the South subplateau the years
with more days of extreme heat are 2009 (16 days); 2005 (14 days); 2006 (10 days).
In the case of the ECDs, the years with more of ECDs in the Central Plateau and in the period under study, are
1971 (16 days), 1984 (14 days), 1965 (12 days), 1983 and 1985 (10 days). In the North subplateau are 1971 (17
days), 1984 (13 days), 1974, 1978, 1983 and 2010 (11 days), 1965, 1969 and 1977 (10 days), and in the South
subplateau the years with the largest number of extremely cold days are 1971 (19 days), 1965, 1984 and 1985
(10 days).
After that the annual frequency of extremely warm days (FEWD) and cold days (FECD) series are obtained
for the whole year and in the cold and warm season, in the central plateau and in each sub plateau. Figure 2 and
Figure 3 show the temporal evolution of FEWD y FECD per year.
The EWDs number, during the time period considered is 179 in the central plateau, 208 in the north sub plateau and 129 in the south sub plateau. The months with higher EWDs frequency are May, more than 40 cases,
and June, more than 30. In the North subplateau the years with higher number of EWDs are 2003 (16 days) and
1987 (13 days), in the South subplateau are 2009 (16 days) and 2005 (14 days), and in the Central Plateau 1964
(18 days) and 2005 (14 days). The number of years without EWDs is higher in the south sub plateau (14 years)
than in the north sub plateau (8 years).
In the case of the ECDs, when the whole year is considered, the total number in the Central Plateau during the
period of time considered (1961-2010), is 234, in the North sub plateau is 266, and in the South sub plateau 203.
The years with higher ECDs number in the North subplateau are 1971 (17 days) and 1984 (13 days) that are the
same in the Central Plateau. In the South sub plateau the higher ECDs frequencies corresponds to 1971 (19 days)
and 1965, 1984 and 1985 (10 days). The number of years without ECD, throughout the complete period of time,
is similar in both sub areas, in the North sub plateau are 5 and 7 in the South sub plateau.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the FEWD and FECD temporal evolution during the period of time considered,
in the warm season (June, July, August and September).
In the warm season (from the 1st of June to 30th of September) the total number of EWDs is 131 in the North
sub plateau, 113 in the South sub plateau and 116 in the complete studied area. The year with higher EWDs frequency in the North subplateau is 2003 with 17 cases. In the South subplateau the higher frequency corresponds
to 2005 (14 cases) and 2003 (13 cases). In the central plateau the year with higher EWDs frequency is 2003 (15
cases) and 2005 (11 cases). There are years without EWDs in the three areas, but is much more frequent in the
South subplateau.
In the warm season ECDs can also be found in a relatively high number, but always lower than EWDs in the
areas considered. In the North subplateau the ECDs number is 76, in the South subplateau 80 and in the Central
Plateau 80. The higher ECDs frequency is detected in the same year, 1977, in the central plateau (CP) and the
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Table 3. Total EWDs and ECDs in each of the months of the year, in the study period.
Total of EWDs and ECDs in each of the months, between 1961-2010

Central Plateau
North subplateau
South subplateau

Ja

Fe

Ma

Ap

My

Ju

Jl

A

St

Oc

No

EWD

0

3

9

19

56

39

12

10

11

10

5

Dc
5

ECD

22

28

27

13

26

21

20

9

18

20

10

20

EWD

3

2

14

16

46

34

18

25

20

9

7

14
24

ECD

29

28

35

14

20

22

17

15

23

18

11

EWD

0

3

9

14

40

34

6

2

1

8

7

5

ECD

20

25

26

13

25

20

13

10

16

16

5

14

Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the extremely warm days detected in the year, during the considered period of time and in
each area. The straight line is the trend.

North subplateau (NS) and South subplateau (SS). In the NS the frequency is 8 cases, in the SS 14 and in the
CP 9.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the FEWDs and FECDs temporal behavior during the period of time considered
and in the cold period (January, February, November and December).
In the cold season, the EWDs are also relatively high. During the period of time studied the total number of
these days is 65 in the NS, 26 in the SS and 41 in the CP. The years with higher EWDs frequency are 1986 (7
days) followed by 1990 and 2003 (6 days) in the NS. In the SS and CP, the higher EWD frequency corresponds
to 1996 (7 days).
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the extremely cold days per year, during the considered period of
time and in each area. The straight line is the trend.

Figure 4. Temporal behavior of annual frequency of the EWDs in the warm season, during the complete period of time and in each study zones.
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Figure 5. Temporal behavior of annual frequency of the ECDs in the warm season, during the
complete period of time and in each study zones.

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of annual frequency of the EWD in the cold season, during the
complete period of time and in each study areas.
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of annual frequency of the ECD in the cold season, during the complete
period of time and in each study areas.

Regarding with ECDs, its number is nearly the double than the EWDs, 131 in the NS, 82 in the SS and 105 in
the CP. The years with higher frequency in the NS are 1963 (11 days) and 1971 and 2010 (9 days). In the SS the
ECD maximum annual frequency corresponds to 1971 (10 days) followed by 1963 (9 days) and 1983 (8 days).
In the CP the years with higher frequency of ECDs are 1963 (10 days), 1971 (9 days) and 1983 (8 days).
The Spearman test [14] is applied to de FEWDs y FECDs series in order to check if the trend, showed by the
trend lines of the figures, are significant, at least a 95% of significant level. Table 4 shows the results obtained.
The results indicate that, for the whole year, exits an increasing trend of the EWDs frequency and a decreasing
trend of the ECDs frequency with a significance level in all the areas considered higher than 95%, and in some
cases higher than 99%. In the warm season, the EWDs frequency shows an increasing trend in all areas, but the
ECDs frequency only shows a significant trend in the SS. In the cold season no area shows a significant trend.
If we consider linear model for the frequency trend of ECDs and of EWDs:
FECD =
a ∗ year + b,

(a year is considered as a unit). The results shown in Table 5 are obtained. Considering the EWDs and ECDs
annual frequency in the whole year, the frequency of EWD increase is of 1 day per decade order in the study
area and in both sub areas and the decrease in the ECDs frequency could be as well of the order of 1 day per
decade. Nor for the warm period or the cold period the increasing or decreasing of the frequency per decade is
lower, especially in the cold period in which frequency is lower than 0.4 days per decade. In the warm season
the EWD frequency increments are more similar than the ones obtained for the whole year but the decrease of
the ECD frequency per decade is quite lower.
In general, we can establish, for a linear model of time behavior, that the EWDs annual frequency is increased
some fraction of a day every 10 years, while for the ECDs a decrease per decade is observed much less significant in the warm period than in the cold period. In the study area, during the period of time considered, the
EWDs frequency has increased and the ECDs frequency has decreased.
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Table 4. FEWDs and FECDs trends, in each study area and in all the periods of time considered throughout the year.
Period
Year

North Subplateau

South Subplateau

Central Plateau

Warm period

Cold period

EWD

ECD

EWD

ECD

EWD

ECD

rs

0.357*

−0.342*

0.314*

−0.208

0.250

−0.209
0.149

α

0.011

0.015

0.028

0.151

0.084

Trend

I

D

I

NT

NT

NT

rs

0.560**

−0.383**

0.483**

−0.300*

0.064

−0.112

α

<10−3

0.006

<10−3

0.036

0.663

0.444

Trend

I

D

I

D

NT

NT

rs

0.376**

−0.336*

0.382**

−0.200

0.271

−0.175

α

0.007

0.017

0.007

0.168

0.080

0.230

Trend

I

D

I

NT

NT

NT

I = Increasing trend, D = Decreasing trend, NT = No Trend. Significance level ≥ 95%; ≥99%.
*

**

Table 5. Annual frequency EWD and ECD variation in days per decade, in the study area and in both subareas.
Frequency variation (days/10 years)
Period
Year
Warm period
Cold period

Central Plateau

North Subplateau

EWD

0.9

0.9

South Subplateau
1.3

ECD

−0.9

−0.9

−1.0

EWD

0.7

0.7

1.1
−0.5

ECD

−0.4

−0.3

EWD

0.3

0.3

0.1

ECD

−0.3

−0.4

−0.3

4. Conclusions
• The number of ECDs per year is greater in the North subplateau than in the South subplateau. That seems to
be logical given the differences in the geographical features between both subplateus. On average, the annual
frequency of ECDs in the North subplateau, during the period of time under study, is 5.3 days per year and in
the South of 4.1 days per year. In the Central Plateau the average annual rate of ECDs is 4.7 days/year. Also
the EWDs number throughout the year, in the period of time considered, is greater in the North subplateau
than in the South subplateau. On average the annual frequency of EWDs in the North subplateau is 4.2 days
per year and in the south subplateau 2.6 days per year. In the Central Plateau the average annual frequency is
3.6 days per year.
• On the other hand, the annual frequency of the ECDs throughout the year presents a relatively large variability during the period of time considered. Cases of minimum values of ECDs (0 days per year) that are observed in the North subplateau (5 cases) are less than those observed in the South subplateau (7 cases). In the
EWDs case the annual frequency has a high variability throughout the year. Cases of minimum values of
ECDs (0 days per year) that are observed in the North subplateau (8 cases) are less than those observed in the
South subplateau (14 cases).
• In the Central Plateau there is an absolute maximum of ECDs per year in 1971 (16). The absolute maximums
in the North and South subplateus have a frequency of 17 days and 19 days respectively. In addition, in the
Central Plateau and in the Northern and Southern subplateaus there is a secondary maximum in 1984. Regarding to the EWDs, in the central plateau there is an absolute maximum in 1964 (18) and in the North and
South subplateaus there is an absolute maximum in 2003 and 2009. In both cases the frequency is 16 days.
Moreover there are secondary maximums in the North and south subplateus in 1987 and 2005 respectively.
• All of this indicates that the behavior of the annual frequency of ECDs in both subplateus is only slightly
different. On the other hand the results seem to indicate that, although the absolute maximum of frequency of
ECDs is slightly higher in the South subplateau than in the North, the South subplateau is slightly warmer
than the North.
• Concerning to the temporal evolution of the ECDs, Spearman test results suggest that, in the area under study
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and the two sub-areas, there are decreasing trends in the annual frequency of ECDs, which are significant at
confidence level up to 98%. This trend can be assessed in a decrease of 0.9 days per decade in the North
subplateau, 1.0 days per decade in the South sub-plateau and 0.9 days per decade in the Central Plateau.
Concerning to the temporal evolution of the EWDs, the Spearman test results indicate that, around the zone
under study and both subzones, there is an increasing trend in the ECDs frequency, which are significant at
confidence level up to 98%. This trend can be assessed in a decrease of 0.9 days per decade in the North
subplateau, 1.3 days per decade in the South sub-plateau and 0.9 days per decade in the Central Plateau. According to that the South subplateau is slightly warmer than the North.
• From what has been explained before, we can conclude that between 1961 and 2010, the ECDs annual frequency throughout the year, has increased at a low pace, although with a relatively large variability. On the
other hand the results obtained in this work allow to admit that the temporal behavior of the annual frequencies of EWDs and ECDs indicate an increasing of the EWDs and a decreasing of the ECDs, what fits with
the trend forecasted in the4th IPCC report [22], concerning to temperature forecast. That seems to confirm
the trend of the annual mean temperatures.
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